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GOAL To encourage safe and environmentally-friendly navigation by Pleasure Yachts not engaged in trade, of less than or equal to 300 GT in Arctic and Antarctic Polar Waters*. Attention is drawn to the Polar Code published by IMO for SOLAS ships. The Polar Yacht Guide sets out to offer, in parallel with the Polar Code, advice and guidance of a more detailed nature than is possible in the Polar Code, and at the same time particularly or uniquely relevant to Pleasure Yachts.

The IMO defines the following as non-SOLAS ships: “Cargo ships of less than 500 GT; pleasure yachts not engaged in trade; and fishing vessels”.

The Polar Yacht Guide is presented in three parts:

Page 2 PART A - Safety of navigation and voyage planning for Arctic and Antarctic polar waters
Page 3 PART B - More detailed guidance with particular reference to Arctic polar waters
Page 9 PART C - More detailed guidance with particular reference to Antarctic polar waters
Page 15 APPENDIX 1 - A list of useful websites
Page 17 APPENDIX 2 - Environmental considerations
Page 20 APPENDIX 3 - Example yacht environmental protection plan

Hazards

The Arctic and Antarctic regions are very different but they do share a number of common hazards:

• Low temperatures affect electrical and mechanical equipment as well as human performance.
• Search and rescue resources are limited.
• Ice is a navigational hazard.
• Ice accretion can affect vessel stability as well as the operation of electrical and mechanical equipment.
• Resources such as maintenance and medical expertise, spares, fuel, stores etc are scare or unavailable.
• Weather conditions can change rapidly and be severe.
• Electronic communication and navigation equipment may not work as it does in the rest of the world.
• Hydrographic data is often missing or inaccurate.
• The Arctic and Antarctic environments are under threat and are especially vulnerable.
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PART A - Safety of navigation and voyage planning for northern and southern polar waters*

1. SAFETY OF NAVIGATION
Yachts are recommended to have as a minimum the following, with equipment designed, constructed and (where appropriate) installed, to function in the expected polar waters conditions.

1.1. Means to receive up-to-date MSI (maritime safety information) bulletins including ice and weather information
1.2. If voyaging to an area where a magnetic compass is not effective, a non-magnetic means to determine and display heading.
1.3. Position-fixing equipment including one electronic system
1.4. Adequate narrow-beam lamps for visual detection of ice in darkness
1.5. If working in an area where icebreaker assistance could be needed, attention is drawn to Polar Code 9.3.3.2 (flashing red light to indicate that the ship is stopped)
1.6. An echo-sounder plus a backup system that may be a lead line
1.7. A clear view astern from the conning position
1.8. Awareness of how to predict ice accretion and a method for clearing ice from arias and rig
1.9. If voyaging to latitudes >80 degrees, at least one GNSS compass or equivalent
1.10. Personal AIS beacons should be considered and MOB procedures practiced regularly. The survival time for MOB in polar waters is very much reduced and fog is common.

2. VOYAGE PLANNING
Yachts are obliged under SOLAS Chapter V Regulation 34** to have a Passage or Voyage plan. In polar waters this should include:

2.1. Any limitations on hydrographic information including its source, date and accuracy and on aids to navigation
2.2. Limitations of available maritime safety information
2.3. Places of refuge and resupply
2.4. Knowledge of ice and ice formations, in order to be able to navigate in ice, and how environmental conditions relating to current, wind, calm weather, fog and different seasons affect the ice and navigation in ice
2.5. Expected extent and type of ice
2.6. Statistics on ice and temperature from former years
2.7. Vessel's limitations in ice-covered waters
2.8. Safe areas and no-go areas
2.9. Surveyed marine corridors, if available (eg Canadian Arctic)
2.10. Contingency plans for emergencies in the event of limited support being available for assistance and extended rescue times in areas remote from SAR facilities.
2.11. Conditions when it is not safe to enter areas containing ice or icebergs because of darkness, swell, fog and pressure ice
2.12. Safe distance to icebergs
2.13. Reference to a vessel-specific checklist for briefing crew on procedures and contingency plans applicable to polar waters sailing
2.14. Ships' routeing systems, speed recommendations and VTS services
2.15. Measures to cope with environmental conditions and regulations
2.16. Any areas to be avoided including those in which marine mammals congregate and/or may migrate and/or are designated as protected for marine mammals, birds, or other reason
2.17. What to do when marine mammals and birds are encountered
2.18. Local regulations and information sources, access permits, etc.

*defined in the IMO Polar Code Introduction figures 1 and 2

**See also ‘Guidelines for Voyage Planning’ IMO resolution A.893(21) which includes guidance on the four principles of voyage planning (Appraisal, Planning, Execution and Monitoring) and ‘Guidelines on voyage planning for passenger ships operating in remote areas’ IMO Resolution A.999(25).
In addition to the IMO Polar Code, useful IMO documents include MEPC/Circ.674 (cetaceans); MSC.1/Circ.1184 (contingency plans for remote areas); MEPC.1/Circ.792 (biofouling on recreational craft); MSC.1/Circ. 1413 (oceanic voyages by non-regulated craft). All the foregoing can be found by Google search. Polar Code Appendix II has PWOM guidelines which although written for SOLAS ships will be helpful to Pleasure Yachts in producing an equivalent document.

++In accordance with IMO document SAR.7/Circ.14 the list of documents to be held by a JRCC or MRCC includes MSC.1/1413 which in turn references World Sailing Offshore Special Regulations, mentioned later in this Polar Yacht Guide.
PART B - Arctic Waters

This section (Part B) of the Polar Yacht Guide as been written with contributions from: Ann Bainbridge, Steve Brown, Paul Bryans, Captain Ken Burton, Alan Green, Richard Hudson, Mike Jaques, Michael Johnson, Vincent Moeyersoms, Randall Reeves, Skip Novak, Rev Bob Shepton, Victor Wejer, and Andrew Wilkes.

I. Safety of Navigation in the Arctic

II. Voyage Planning and regulations

III. Arctic environment and wildlife protection

The Polar Yacht Guide offers guidance to pleasure yachts (both pleasure sailing and motor vessels) ranging from the smallest boats to vessels up to 300GT. Part B applies to the wide range of environments found in Arctic waters (as defined by the IMO Polar Code). It is therefore impossible to prescribe definitive equipment lists, procedures or codes of practice which are appropriate for every vessel. The following advice concerning safety of navigation, voyage planning and environmental protection is designed to be guidance and to be used as appropriate on a voluntary basis. It is not intended to restrict freedom of choice and individual initiative.

The remoteness and climate of the Arctic poses particular demands on the vessels operating there. In many of these areas, there are no, or minimal, facilities for supplies, repairs, medical aid or crew changes. SAR resources may be minimal or non-existent. It is imperative that vessels visiting these areas are crewed, prepared, and equipped to be self-reliant.

I. Safety of Navigation in the Arctic

Vessels should be appropriately built and equipped and crews should be appropriately trained and experienced for the intended areas of navigation. A useful guide to general design features, equipment and training can be found in the World Sailing Offshore Special Regulations (OSR) - see web link at the end of this publication. In addition, the following should be considered when navigating in Arctic waters:

1. Racing and Competition

   Arctic seamanship often requires vessels to manoeuvre slowly as arctic waters are mainly poorly charted and ice can be present. Long distance racing and competitive rallies within poorly charted areas and areas where ice can be expected are not consistent with good seamanship.

2. Vessel Suitability

   In addition to Part A and the OSR guidance, the following should be considered:

   2.1. Hull material and design chosen for strength and the ability to absorb impact with ice or rocks, which are often uncharted. Note that hulls constructed from standard 'sandwich' GRP are more prone to damage by ice floes or floating timber logs than solid GRP hulls.

   2.2. Design features which may be advantageous when navigating in ice such as a strengthened bow, watertight bulkheads, rudder and propeller protection.

   2.3. Keel and rudder - the uncharted shoals and rocks in many Arctic waters mean that a grounding in a small vessel is likely at some point. The keel and rudder should be strong enough to cope with this.

   2.4. Protection from the elements for the crew. Eg a wheel house or semi-enclosed space for watch keeping, hull insulation and heating.

   2.5. A means of easily climbing the rigging is useful when searching for leads in the ice.
2.6. Simple systems which can be maintained with relative ease. Engine reliability is of particular importance.
2.7. Fuel, water and black water tank capacity.

3. Manning levels, experience and training

In addition to the guidance given in the OSR recommendations, the following should be considered:

3.1. Skippers should have appropriate experience of both the type of vessel and of navigating within waters similar to the planned voyage. For example, a skipper planning a transit of the Northwest Passage should already have significant experience sailing in high latitudes and in navigating in ice.
3.2. If navigating in areas where the vessel is likely to encounter ice, there should be sufficient competent crew on board at all times to keep a watch and an anchor watch.
3.3. There should be sufficient competent crew on board at all times to weigh anchor and manoeuvre the vessel.
3.4. At least one person onboard should have experience in maintaining the vessel’s essential systems (including the engine). Underwater maintenance will require cold water diving capabilities.
3.5. In addition to provisions for first aid, medical care at sea and hypothermia (see guidance in OSR), at least one person onboard should have knowledge concerning the prevention, identification and treatment of frostbite.
3.6. Telemedical Advice Services (TMAS) or a ‘home based doctor’. Available from many countries - UK MCA and Centro Internazionale Radio Medico links are given below. Advance preparation, including completing medical forms for each crew member (downloadable from CIRM), can save time in an emergency.
3.7. At least one person onboard should have knowledge concerning the effect that icing has on a vessel’s stability and radio communications.
3.8. Crew and passengers should be trained in the use of the personal survival equipment and group survival equipment.

4. High Latitude Equipment

In addition to the equipment listed in Part A and OSR guidance, the following should be considered:

4.1. A portable GPS receiver which can be included in a ‘grab bag’.
4.2. A portable satellite communications device capable of operation in all latitudes (eg Iridium).
4.3. A tracking device capable of automatically transmitting position, time and course overground at least twice a day. Time should be set to UTC time. Details of the tracking device and the vessel’s email address should be given to the appropriate SAR authority and/or reporting authority (the Russian NSR Administration, US Coast Guard, Canadian Coastguard, Greenpos, etc).
4.4. A means of sending and receiving email.
4.5. Radar
4.6. A dinghy is a necessity and a spare dinghy is recommended.
4.7. At least two heavy anchors and a kedge anchor. Anchoring in arctic waters is often in deeper water than is normally the case and anchorages can be subject to very strong katabatic winds. Anchors should be heavier than normal and anchor rode should be longer than usual.
4.8. At least two lines of 100m or longer which can be used for shore lines or as a tow line.
4.9. One or more liferafts (to comply with SOLAS LSA code 1997 Chapter IV or later OR to comply with World Sailing Offshore Special Regulations requirements - see web link below) OR with ISO 9650 when an insulated floor is included. In addition, insulation can be included in a grab bag designed to be taken into the life raft.
4.10. It should be assumed that a yacht and her crew will need to be entirely self-sufficient for the duration of a voyage. This will include having a comprehensive set of spare parts necessary for maintenance and repairs. A spare propeller should be considered.
4.11. A heavy-weight wetsuit or, preferably, a drysuit, diving hood, boots and gloves. If a portable air supply is carried, the regulator should be capable of operating at 0°C.
4.12. In addition to survival suits, a flotation suit or similar for every person onboard.
4.13. One or more suitable firearm(s) and ammunition if navigating in waters where polar bears are likely to be encountered. Users should be licensed and trained to use firearms safely.

4.14. Ice and expedition specific equipment: skippers and expedition leaders navigating in icy waters are expected to have sufficient experience to specify and equip the vessel with appropriate equipment. This could, for example, include ice anchors, rock salt, wooden mallets for clearing ice accretion, snow shovels, squeegees and scrapers, shore camp and survival equipment.

4.15. As a minimum, adequate emergency rations should be provided for the maximum expected time of rescue at any given point. Some boats provision for a whole winter season.
II. Voyage Planning in the Arctic

1. Voyage Plan

A voyage plan should be made for every voyage in accordance with Part A and SOLAS V (regulation 34). This does not have to be a written plan but it may be useful to write down parts of the plan. In addition to the criteria set out in Part A, vessels should note that Association of Arctic Expedition Cruise Operators (AECO) has a code for yachts travelling in the Arctic (see link in Appendix 1).

In addition to the above, the following high latitude criteria should be considered:

1.1. Environmental protection measures (see below).
1.2. MOB and abandon ship procedures (including survival in a life raft, on ice and on land).
1.3. The fuel range of the vessel (allowing for possible additional consumption whilst navigating in ice) and possible re-fuelling locations.
1.4. Protection from wildlife (bears) - appropriate and timely action including non-lethal and lethal options as well as risk mitigation strategies.
1.5. The skipper should be aware of the effect that icing has on a vessel’s stability and radio communication systems. Mitigation measures should be considered.
1.6. National, territorial and local regulations (some of which are listed in the RCCPF Arctic and Northern Waters and NW Passage Peripus - see web link below).
1.7. National, territorial and local nature reserves, parks, marine conservation areas, bird sanctuaries, local anchoring restrictions etc (some of which are listed in the RCCPF Arctic and Northern Waters and in the NW Passage Peripus - see web link below).

2. Reporting

2.1. Vessels should comply with local mandatory reporting requirements (eg the Russian NSR Administration, US Coast Guard, NORDREG and GREENPOS).
2.2. Vessels may consider complying with local non-mandatory reporting requirements.
2.3. Vessels may benefit from staying in contact with other vessels navigating in the vicinity.

3. Publications

The following publications are recommended:

3.1. Official paper charts (corrected) and manual plotting aids.
3.2. If a ‘leisure’ style chart plotter using ‘leisure’ charts is used, skippers should be aware that the cartography may not be to official S-57 standard.
3.3. Official pilot books and sailing directions
3.4. In addition, small craft guides such as the ‘Northwest Passage Peripus’ and ‘Arctic and Northern Waters’ may be carried - see web site below.
3.5. Tide tables (which may be in an electronic form).
3.6. Appropriate ice forecasting schedules and information to decipher the ‘Egg code’.
3.7. Weather forecast and navigation warning schedules (ie Admiralty List of Radio Signals or country specific downloads such as Canadian Radio Aids to Marine Navigation).
3.8. If operating in areas where ice may be present, the Canadian Manual of Ice is useful (which can be downloaded free from the Canadian Coastguard website (see below). This is mandatory for vessels operating in Canadian waters where ice is may to be encountered.
3.9. If operating within the Canadian Arctic, a number of useful documents including the annual and monthly Notices to Mariners can be downloaded free of charge from the Canadian Coastguard Notices to Mariners website (see below).
3.10. If operating within the Russian Northern Sea Route, it is mandatory to have on board the publications which may be listed on the Northern Sea Route Administration website. This includes ‘Regulations of Northern Sea Route Navigation’, ‘Regulations of Radio Communication while Northern Sea Route navigating’ and ‘Ice navigation practice’. Ice charts, daily weather information and forecasts can be downloaded free of charge from the Russian NSR Administration website.
Note that many publications, including the official sailing directions published for the U.S., Canada and Greenland, are available in the form of free downloads. If publications are carried on board in a digital format, a second device and copy of the digital publication should be considered.

4. Permits and Licences

4.1. Firearms licence(s) if appropriate.
4.2. Hunting and fishing licence(s), if appropriate
4.3. A copy of the local regulations and reporting requirements for the areas of the voyage (if this is an electronic format, a copy of the data and an alternative means of reading it should be carried).
4.4. Insurance and, for some areas, specific Search and Rescue Insurance.
4.5. Medical and medical evacuation insurance in place for all persons on board
4.6. Permits for access to special areas. Eg: Greenlandic expedition permits, US and Canadian national parks, Russian waters. Note that Permits often specify Search and Rescue Insurance.
III. Arctic Environment and Wildlife Protection

Attention is drawn to the guidance given in: Association of Arctic Expedition Cruise Operators (AECO) guidelines, the World Sailing Offshore Special Regulations (OSR) Environmental Code, the current Periplus to the Northwest Passage and the various national regulations (including the Canadian Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act), rules of navigation in the water area of the Northern Sea Route current MARPOL regulations and Appendix 2. Please see the web site links in Appendix 1.

Vessels are recommended to have their own Environment Protection Plan which can, but need not be, a written plan relating to:

1. Preventing pollution
2. Managing waste
3. Dealing with sewage and waste water
4. Biosecurity
5. Behaviour ashore
6. Best practice when visiting historical sites
7. Best practice when close to wildlife

A vessel’s Environment Protection Plan will, to a degree, depend on the type and size of vessel. For example, larger craft may have sewage treatment systems, many pleasure yachts will have black water tanks and small craft may have no specific systems.

An example of a yacht’s Environment Protection Plan is given in Appendix 3.
DRAFT POLAR YACHT GUIDE for non-SOLAS pleasure yachts in Polar Waters

PART C- Antarctic Waters

The Polar Yacht Guide offers guidance to pleasure yachts (both pleasure sailing and motor vessels) ranging from the smallest boats to vessels up to 300GT. Part C applies to Antarctic waters (as defined by the IMO Polar Code). The Secretariat of the Antarctic Treaty have produced Yachting Guidelines for Antarctic Cruises which were adopted by the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting in 2012 and by kind permission are reproduced below.

Secretariat of the Antarctic Treaty:

Yachting guidelines for Antarctic cruises

I. Introduction

For yacht owners the Antarctic presents a unique, remote and challenging destination. A typical season may well see 20 to 30 yachts visiting the Antarctic Peninsula. Of these many are commercial charter operations, but a significant number of private yacht owners undertake expeditions each year. Any yacht expedition heading south of 60°S will need to be well planned, prepared and crewed by experienced yachtsmen. All intended activities are to be assessed for potential environmental impacts.

The Antarctic is unique because its administration does not fall to any one country and in that it is protected as a natural reserve dedicated to peace and science. It is regulated via the Antarctic Treaty (AT), the Environmental Protocol and regulations which have been agreed between the Treaty Parties and enacted into their domestic law. Strict penalties may apply to any vessel or any person on an expedition proceeding south of 60°S without authorization or a permit.

Treaty Parties have become increasingly concerned about yachting activity in Antarctica following reports of safety, environmental incidents, and damage to historic sites. The guidelines have been produced to aid planning private Antarctic expeditions on yachts or other non-regulated crafts and review the considerations they should take. In Annex A, the “Checklist for Antarctic yachting” gives a comprehensive summary of the preparatory items to reassess. The documents focus primarily on the most popular and accessible cruising ground of the Antarctic Peninsula. These guidelines do not replace, but rather supplement, the requirements of national authorities, flag states and international regulations.

Additional considerations apply to yacht visits to other parts of Antarctica, which are significantly more distant from ports and from outside assistance, are less frequented, and generally experience more severe conditions. Yacht visits to other Antarctic regions may thus require additional arrangements, more detailed contingency planning and close consultation with competent authorities.

II. Regulatory framework and permits

Each country Party to the Antarctic Treaty is responsible for the regulation of visits to the Antarctic Treaty area organized by its nationals, but the Environmental Protocol requires that an environmental impact assessment be prepared for all activities planned to take place south of 60°S. Please contact your competent authority to get informed on your particular case and apply for the authorization. You may find specific contact details in Annex B.

It is a condition of any authorisation that a Post Visit Report is submitted within 90 days of the expiry date of the permit. A standard format for the report as a document is available from either the national authority’s homepage or the website of the International Association of Antarctic Tour Operators (IAATO).

III. Particular conditions in the Antarctic cruising area

Antarctic weather is notoriously challenging and changeable. You will need to be well prepared to deal with the conditions and be familiar with the dominant weather systems. A good understanding of the region’s
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weather systems, access to sufficient weather data and careful planning are required to mitigate the inherent risks of yachting expeditions to Antarctica.

The majority of yacht visits are heading for the South Shetland Islands and the Antarctic Peninsula which stretches towards the tip of South America. This region provides the shortest sea route to the continent. It is comparatively better charted than the rest of Antarctica and can regularly have more favourable ice conditions than other areas.

III.1 The Antarctic season

Antarctica is only accessible to most vessels during the Austral summer. Typically, yachting expeditions to the Antarctic Peninsula take place from November to March.

III.2 Weather

The weather patterns in the Antarctic Peninsula region are primarily dominated by the succession of depressions passing continually through the Drake Passage from west to east and the high pressure area over the Antarctic land mass. There are significant variations in the typical weather. In this turbulent area, forecasts change quickly and conditions often exceed those forecast. It is common for very complex low pressure systems to develop in the passage. Wind speeds encountered within these low pressure systems regularly exceed 50 knots and very large seas can develop.

The South Shetland Islands lie very much in the path of the depressions described above. The weather found here is therefore typically wet, windy and generally not very pleasant. The weather on the Antarctic Peninsula is governed by the dominance of the Antarctic High Pressure system and the effect of the depressions passing through the Drake Passage. It is possible that when the high pressure becomes stable and dominant, the depressions are forced far enough north to give pleasant settled weather on the peninsula for days at a time.

Temperatures on the Antarctic Peninsula during the summer months can be expected to be between 5° and 10° C during the day, falling to around -5° C to zero at night. Wind chill can be a significant factor and at times makes the conditions on the peninsula inhospitable.

III.3 Ice

The skipper should be aware of the ice conditions using up-to-date ice information, especially at the beginning and the end of the summer season. Ice in these waters originates from two sources: either from calving glaciers and ice shelves or frozen sea-ice. These types of ice differ greatly in their appearance and the dangers they pose to a vessel. The primary danger from ice occurs when it is unseen due to darkness, poor sea-state, fog or poor watch-keeping.

Most of the ice encountered is likely to be glacial and seen as ice bergs, bergy bits, growlers and brash ice (see below). Icebergs can be liable to split or turnover without warning and without any identifiable reason. In doing so, they can cause a large wave capable of swamping a small vessel. Similarly tide water glaciers collapse frequently, especially on warm sunny or wet days, again causing large waves.

Over time, as an iceberg breaks up, it disintegrates forming progressively smaller lumps. Pieces of ice that rise less than a meter out of the sea are known as growlers, whereas larger pieces (up to 4 meters high) are called bergy bits. As a hazard to navigation, these smaller pieces of ice are the primary concern rather than icebergs. They are often difficult to detect with the naked eye and in certain conditions, they can be small enough to remain undetected by radar and large enough to cause damage. A good radar system, the ability to use it proficiently and a suitable ice light are all essential equipment in these waters.

The clearing of sea-ice on the Antarctic Peninsula during the summer varies greatly from year to year. Some useful bays and anchorages can be the last places to clear, as the process is dependent on local conditions of wind, sea state and current. As a general rule, the ice clears at the northern end of the peninsula first. Constricted sections of water further south sometimes do not clear even towards the end of the season and are often choked with a combination of sea ice floes and bergs.
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A vessel can often also be threatened by ice while at anchor, with large pieces of ice moving remarkably quickly due to the wind or currents. In addition to the vessel being struck by encroaching ice it is also possible that larger bergs could block the vessel's exit from an anchorage or could position themselves above an anchor, preventing its retrieval.

The effect of freezing spray can also present a hazard to vessels. Build-up of ice can cause damage to masts and rigging or can cause a loss of vessel stability.

IV. Vessel selection, equipment and operational planning

The craft should be of suitable construction for the intended voyage and possess adequate buoyancy.

IV.1 Vessel construction and equipment

A wide variety of yachts, both sailing and motor, have visited Antarctica and there are no fixed criteria that ensure a vessel is ‘Antarctica’ capable. However the selection and preparation of a reliable well found yacht is fundamental to a safe Antarctic expedition. The first requirement is to be able to reach the continent and return safely through the large seas of the Drake Passage. Most of the commercial yachts regularly operating in these waters have been knocked down, and several have been rolled through 360 degrees. Self-righting of the vessel should be achievable whether or not the rig is intact. Any skipper should be mindful of this when preparing a vessel for the area.

 Experienced yachtsmen, who make frequent expeditions to the Antarctic, favour vessels with metal hulls, either steel or aluminium. The inherent strength of the material and its ability to deform on impact, whilst maintaining hull integrity, are prime considerations when operating in these imperfectly charted and ice ridden waters.

 Good ground tackle is essential. Suitable equipment is usually significantly heavier than that specified for normal cruising grounds in order to deal with the high winds that can be encountered in any anchorage and the typically poor holding afforded by the rocky nature of the sea bed. In addition it is often necessary to run long warps to the shore in order to back up the anchor.

 Sufficient heating will be required to reduce the potential for medical difficulties related to the cold and damp.

 Above all an expedition must ensure their absolute self sufficiency when operating south of 60° S. There is no guarantee of assistance or back up of any kind that can be relied upon to arrive within several days (depending upon location and time of season). For essential systems or critical elements of such systems, strong consideration should be given to installing backup arrangements such that a failure can be rapidly replaced. A very comprehensive spares selection and the necessary tools should be carried along with the knowledge and experience to resolve any serious problem that might arise. Please follow the “Checklist for Antarctic Yachting” in Annex A for a more detailed listing.

 IV.2 Charting

 Surveying and charting of Antarctica is by no means comprehensive and some of the formal charting of less visited areas dates back many years. Generally the degree of charting is proportional to the volume of traffic visiting an area, although it is still possible that a vessel may encounter uncharted rocks in any area.

 Electronic charting and GPS cannot be relied upon to fix a vessel’s position in this region as much of the charting in the region derives its information from old surveys. GPS equipment often highlights the inaccuracies in these charts when the GPS derived position is plotted and appears to be significantly in error.

 IV.3 Foresighted supply

 It is very clear that no supplies of any kind exist in the Antarctic region, neither commercially nor from other operators. Once leaving ports in any South Atlantic region no fuel, water or any other supplies are available.

 Sailing yachts should expect to make significant use of their engines. Particularly once on the continent, the wind is often too strong, too light or in the wrong direction to make sailing effective. In addition, the manoeu-
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Vrability afforded to a vessel under motor is often advantageous when moving in ice laden waters. Depending on the fuel tank locations, the viscosity of fuel may well be affected by the cold water temperatures and consideration should be given to adding cold weather treatments or purchasing treated fuel.

Whilst in some locations water can be collected from melting ice, those expecting to use water makers should be aware that their performance will be significantly reduced by the colder sea water temperatures.

IV.4 Emergency equipment and training

Approved types of life rafts are required in emergencies as well as sufficient life jackets for all crew members and passengers. If possible include immersion survival suits in your journey equipment. At least two cold water diving suits are useful to enable basic repairs underwater.

Radio communications should be adequate for the specific region, e.g. two types of alerting systems: long-range communications and a satellite EPIRB properly registered. An appropriate number of fire extinguishers, suitable for the yacht size, but at least two, should be readily accessible in suitable and different parts of the yacht. Fire extinguishers should be capable of operation in freezing conditions.

Each yacht should be equipped with a man over board alarm including an emergency button immediately accessible to a helmsman which will sound an audible alarm in the accommodation and simultaneously send an appropriate signal to the ship’s navigational software.

All crew members should have satisfactorily completed appropriate training for the intended voyage, survival courses and first aid courses. At least one member of the crew should have basic safety and equipment operations training similar to that expected of the professional seafarer. Such courses may be specifically developed (based on the International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers) or are available through national programs/associations or World Sailing approved centres.

IV.5 Search and Rescue

The maritime search and rescue coordination arrangements south of 60°South are provided by the appropriate Maritime Rescue Co-ordination Centres but only very limited assets are maintained within the area around the Peninsula. There is no rescue service. Other vessels operating in the area have usually been the first to come to the assistance of those in trouble in past emergencies. In particular the International Association of Antarctic Tour Operators (IAATO) operates an Emergency Contingency Plan providing mutual support for its member vessels. Some member companies within IAATO are specialized in assisting private yachts and can provide a range of support and advice.

An expedition will be required to demonstrate that they have adequate search and rescue, medical and evacuation insurance in place for all persons on board and appropriate contingency plans.

V. Careful itinerary planning

The person in charge should prepare a voyage plan and leave that plan with a responsible person ashore together with details of the vessel. In addition, the voyage plan may be submitted to the Maritime Administration of the port of departure. Please consider the General Guidelines for Visitors (Resolution 3 (2011). Search www for ‘IAATO visitor guidelines’.

V.1 Special Areas and Historic Sites and Monuments

There are a number of areas in Antarctica which are protected due to their outstanding environmental, scientific, historic, aesthetic or wilderness values, or ongoing/planned scientific research. These have been designated Antarctic Specially Protected Areas (ASPAs), and you need to know where ASPAs are located to ensure that you do not enter one inadvertently.

A number of further areas have been designated Antarctic Specially Managed Areas (ASMAs). The purpose of ASMAs is to assist in the planning and coordination of activities within the specified area, avoid possible conflicts and minimize environmental impacts. ASMAs may include areas where activities pose risks of mutual interference or cumulative environmental impacts, as well as sites or monuments of recognized historical
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value. Individual Management Plans are prepared for each ASMA. Entry into an ASMA does not require a permit, but activities have to be in line with the regulations of the Code of Conduct set out in the Management Plan. Please note that within an ASMA there are likely to be smaller ASPAs which may not be entered.

Finally, a number of sites or monuments are of recognized historic value and listed as a Historic Site or Monument (HSM). Listed Historic Sites and Monuments are not to be damaged, removed or destroyed. Respect no entry-statements due to danger of collapse and don’t change any item within the HSM.

Details of current APSAs, ASMAs and HSMs can be found on the Antarctic Treaty Secretariat website, along with much other useful information, at http://www.ats.aq/e/ep_protected.htm and a full list of protected areas at http://ats.aq/devPH/apa/ep_protected.aspx?lang=e.

V.2 Research Station visits

All station visits require advance approval. It should be remembered that the primary purpose of all stations is scientific research and any visits permitted are purely on a goodwill basis. For UK British Antarctic Survey bases (Signy, Rothera) and the US Palmer Station this should be obtained from the parent organization well in advance of the expedition. Unannounced visits will be refused.

Some of the other bases (e.g. Vernadsky Research Base (UKR)) may be willing to accommodate a visit at shorter notice if contacted once in Antarctica (typically 72 hours notice is requested).

In addition the former British ‘Base A’ at Port Lockroy has been preserved on Goudier Island as a ‘living museum’. During the summer months the base is manned and frequently visited by vessels. Visits for passing yachts are normally possible if the base is contacted in advance.

V.3 Responsible planning and Coordination

Private sector travel to Antarctica has benefited from mutual support and coordination for over twenty years. Potential expeditions should first and foremost adhere to requirements emerging from the ATCM, and consider seeking additional advice on IAATO guidelines. Recognizing the potential environmental impacts that growing numbers of tourism could cause, regular tour operators to the area formed a member organization. The International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators (IAATO) which works to promote and practice safe and environmentally responsible private-sector travel in this remote, wild and delicate region of the world. Together they have established an emergency support system for their membership as well as extensive procedures and guidelines of commendable high standard of private-sector travel to the Antarctic. In particular their guidelines for wildlife watching and boot & clothing decontamination are available via their website (www.iaato.org). Additional information on Antarctic yacht expeditions can be found in the IAATO pamphlet which can be found by searching for ‘IAATO yacht expeditions’.

VI. Environmental and further safety considerations

The Environmental Protocol to the Antarctic Treaty requires that every effort be made to minimize the environmental impact of all activities and that an environmental impact assessment be prepared and approved prior to departure.

VI.1 Site visitor guidelines

Since 2011, the “General guidelines for Visitors to the Antarctic” (http://www.ats.aq/documents/recatt/att483_e.pdf) provide guidance on appropriate behaviour at every possible landing site. Read these Guidelines before visiting Antarctica and plan how to minimize your impact. When preparing your sailing trip, particularly consider preventing the introduction of any plants or animals into the Antarctic. The taking of, or harmful interference with, Antarctic wildlife and its flora is prohibited.

Local site guidelines for visitors have been adopted for some of the most visited sites by the Antarctic Treaty Parties. These short, usually two page, documents provide a succinct overview of the landing site and essential information for any expedition such as landing areas, sketch maps and closed areas to protect the wildlife or scientific sites. They are available from the Antarctic Treaty Secretariat website.
VI.2 Non-Native Species

Detailed guidelines relating to the biosecurity of the Antarctic and ballast water management are set out in the Non-Native Species Manual endorsed by the ATCM in 2011. The manual is available at the Antarctic Treaty Secretariat website or searching for 'Antarctic non-native species manual.'

VI.3 Waste

Detailed regulations apply to the disposal of waste in Antarctica, but the basic principle for all visiting yachts is ‘if you take it in, take it out’. Vessels should consider being fitted with sewage retention tanks. No discharges are allowed for oil and chemicals. Respect the more stringent provisions for avian products and garbage. The full regulations are within the Treaty documents available by searching for ‘Antarctic - waste disposal’.


Subject to any conditions in your environmental impact assessment, sewage and liquid domestic waste may be disposed of into the sea. For vessels certified to carry more than ten persons this should take place a minimum of 12 miles from the nearest land or ice shelf and whilst moving at a speed of not less than four knots. Treated sewage may be discharged from vessels over 200 Gross Register Tonnage or more than 10 persons on board when operating between 4 and 12 nautical miles from land with operational requirements. For smaller vessels, sewage and liquid domestic waste may be dispersed closer to land, but consideration should be given to its rapid dispersal and this should not be done in confined waters.

VI.4 Off vessel activities

Potentially the most dangerous moments during any expedition are when members are away from the main vessel, either in small craft or on land. When operating in small boats, either cruising or making shore landings, a robust safety program should be in place. The main vessel should stay during the landing and be all the time prepared to pick up landed people in case of an emergency.

It is not unusual for tenders to be unable to return to the mother ship due to rapid changes in weather and/or sea conditions and at times this has necessitated a forced overnight stay ashore. In conditions of fog or whiteout it is very easy for the crew of a tender to become disorientated and navigation to become difficult. Suitable precautions should be taken and emergency supplies and equipment carried in all tenders.

Ice is even more of a threat to a small boat than a ship. When operating amongst sea ice or icebergs always be vigilant to its movement in relation to local currents. Pack ice can move very quickly potentially affecting small boat and shore operations, especially as the tide changes.

All expedition members should be aware of the dangers of crevasses when ashore. In recent years all glaci- ated terrain has become more dangerous due to higher temperatures. Expedition members should only venture on to snow slopes with the utmost caution and with the appropriate equipment and skills.

In addition to the Secretariat of the Antarctic Treaty Yachting guidelines

In addition to the Secretariat of the Antarctic Treaty Yachting guidelines re-printed above, please note:

1. Skippers should follow the IAATO yachting guidelines and checklist available from the website listed in Appendix 1.

2. NOAA ice charts are produced weekly and can be received by email (nic_analyst@noaa.gov). Ice charts are also available from: www.polarview.aq.
3. The islands on route to the Antarctic from New Zealand have restricted access that yachts need to be aware of. They are administered by the New Zealand Department of Conservation and their details can be found on the web site address given in Appendix 1.
Appendix 1

Some useful websites:

World Sailing Offshore Special Regulations (although these are designed for the regulation of racing boats, the equipment and training recommendations apply to all ocean going craft)
https://www.sailing.org/specialregs

International Maritime Organization: www.imo.org

Canadian Coastguard publications (including the Manual of Ice, Notices to Mariners, Canadian Aids to Navigation)

Canadian Coastguard Notices to Mariners (including radio aids and aids to navigation links)
https://www.notmar.gc.ca

Canada Small Vessel regulations:

Checklist for Vessels Navigating in Canadian Arctic Waters

Naalakkersuisut - Greenland permit requirements (click on About Greenland - travel activities in remote parts)
http://naalakkersuisut.gl/en

Danish Maritime Authority. Several useful links relating to navigation in Greenland
https://www.dma.dk/SikkerhetTilSoes/Arktis/SejladsGroenland/Sider/default.aspx

NOAA US Coast Pilots and charts (FOC)
https://nauticalcharts.noaa.gov

Association of Arctic Expedition Cruise Operators: Guidelines for private yachts sailing in the Arctic:

Association of Arctic Expedition Cruise Operators: Guidelines for general and specific geographic areas:
https://www.aeco.no

International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators (although this refers to the Antarctic, it is a useful reference document for Arctic visitors too)
https://iaato.org/visitor-guidelines

International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators guidance for yachts
https://iaato.org/documents/10157/72175/ATCM35+Yacht+Guidelines.pdf/15d218ae-440a-48ed-a643-34210d302a18?version=1.0 (although this refers to the Antarctic, it is a useful reference document for Arctic visitors too)

UK Maritime and Coastguard Agency safety codes for small (<24m) commercial vessels:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/small-craft-codes

UK Maritime and Coastguard Agency guidance Pleasure Vessels - Regulations and Exemptions - Guidance and Best Practice Advice (MGN 599)
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UK MCA Telemedical Advice Service (TMAS) for Ships at Sea (MGN 623 (M+F)) at:

Rome service Centro Internazionale Radio Medico Telemedicadvice Service (TMAS): www.cirmtnas.it

RCCPF Arctic and Northern Waters and NW Passage Periplus: https://rccpf.org.uk/pilots/136/Arctic---Northern-Waters

Secretariat of the Antarctic Treaty: http://www.ats.aq

International Association of Antarctic Tour Operators: http://iaato.org/

International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators visitor guidelines: https://iaato.org/visitor-guidelines

Ice charts: www.polarview.aq

IAATO yachting guidelines, checklist and IAATO yacht outreach pamphlet: https://iaato.org/visiting-antarctica/information-for-yachts/

New Zealand Department of Conservation: https://www.doc.govt.nz/.

Northern Sea Route Administration (including Rules, ice and weather information and forecasts, information on icebreaking, pilotage assistance, SAR, permits application procedure): www.nsra.ru and
APPENDIX 2 - ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

INVASIVE SPECIES RISK from UK Specialist Sarah Brown

Vessels of all kinds have the potential to spread highly destructive invasive non-natives species. The Arctic and Antarctic environments are delicately balanced and with climate change warming the seas, more than ever we must ensure we do not give any unwanted hitch hikers a ride on our hulls, in ballast water or on equipment.

To prevent the spread of species such as the highly invasive European Shore Crab, the King Crab or more fixed species such as Didemnum vexillum, the carpet sea-squirt, or Styela clava, the solitary sea-squirt, all vessels should be appropriately antifouled and kept clean on voyage, avoiding the build up of any hull fouling. Wash down your anchor and chain between anchorages to remove sediments and do not discharge any untreated ballast water."

There is the potential to damage the 'crust' whilst on shore – fragile environments can be very easily damaged by feet, dinghies etc.

ENVIRONMENTAL and WILDLIFE CONSIDERATIONS by Dr Bob Brown

Despite the remoteness of polar regions, the wildlife is very fragile; fragility due to the short growing and breeding season, slow growth, and limited resources. Arctic and Antarctic administrations have comprehensive regulations to protect wildlife (and historical artefacts) and skippers should be aware of these.

It is essential to obtain details of all regulations and permits at an early stage of planning a cruise to these areas.

Vegetation

Due to the short growing season and limited supply of minerals and nutrients, growth of Arctic plants (and the few insects that depend on them) is very slow, often taking many years before a plant is ready to flower. There are only two species of flowering plant in Antartica, though more in South Georgia, although many lichens, mosses etc. Often plants are dependent on complex soil structure in the thin layer above the permafrost, whilst boggy areas are particularly prone to damage, and they may take decades to recover.

- Where possible avoid areas of richer plant growth, staying more on gravel or rocky areas
- Avoid repeated and dispersed incursions onto the same ground by crew members
- Don't pick flowers

Birds

Almost all species found in the high polar regions are migratory and nesting, returning to lower latitudes as winter sets in, sometimes over great distances. Availability of nesting sites is restricted by late snow melt and scarce resources, so nesting is widely dispersed except in the case of seabird cliffs where enormous numbers may be found. Ground nesting birds are subject to predation and are highly camouflaged; parents, eggs, chicks can be almost impossible to spot, and any disturbance may leave them vulnerable to cold and predators, disrupt feeding, and cause excess energy use. Arctic terns, skuas (jaegers) at both poles, may challenge intruders, diving at them, sometimes even drawing blood. Don't proceed over an area if:

- Birds suddenly take flight around you, and challenge you or fly to nearby ground and watch you.
Mammals

Every effort should be made to avoid disturbance, particularly when they are feeding, hunting, or moving from one area to another. Some species however, require particular measures:

- Muskox: Do not approach closely; they may charge fiercely and speedily, with lethal consequences.
- Polar bears: The most dangerous species for humans in the Arctic. In summer particularly, bears stranded on small islands away from the ice sheets can be close to starvation and desperate for food. They also have an excellent sense of smell.
  - Check out the terrain before landing, scanning carefully, remembering that even a polar bear can look small in the landscape, but can cover a remarkably large distance in a short time. They often wander along the shorelines.
  - Remember that polar bears swim well.
  - If camping, seek advice about detection devices to protect the camp – trip wires etc.
  - Don’t leave food outside, and avoid cooking smells. Store food in airtight containers and well away from accommodation tents. Gather and remove all waste.
  - Don’t allow crew to wander off on their own.
  - A female bear with young is as dangerous as a hungry bear.
  - Any approach by a bear is quite likely to be curiosity, and often it is easy to drive it away. Firstly attempt this with noise (they don’t like it) by either banging things or shouting, or by revving an outboard engine. If this doesn’t work, have flares or a signal pistol to hand, firing them at the ground between you and the bear, but avoiding injury to the bear.
  - Only as a last resort should a high powered gun be used, and heavy calibre rifles are mandatory equipment in many territories. Try a shot at the ground in front of the bear, again avoiding ricochet injuries. If all else fails regrettably, as a last resort shoot to kill, aiming at the chest or shoulder, not head. Once the bear falls, do not approach until you are completely sure it is dead, and then do so, gun ready, from behind the bear. Most administrations will require you to report the incident with full explanation, to the local authority.
- Walrus: Massive relatives of seals, they are Arctic marine animals feeding on molluscs in muddy seabed areas. However, much of their time is spent hauled out on shingle shores or ice floes, often in considerable numbers.
  - If approaching hauled out walruses, whether by boat or on foot, go slow, no closer than 30m, stay quiet, and if there are several of you stay in a close group. If they start shuffling, raising heads or turning towards the water, you are disturbing them. Stop and quietly retreat a short way.
  - Never get between a walrus and the water.
• If approaching walruses in the water by boat, again keep distance, stay quiet, but they may approach out of harmless curiosity. However, if in an inflatable or other small boat, be wary; they may try to buffet or overturn the boat or even puncture it with their tusks.

• **Seals:** A range of seal species inhabit both polar regions, and may be found on ice floes, by holes in pack ice, or on shorelines. As with walrus, if they shuffle, raise their heads and become alert, or turning towards the water, you are disturbing them. Seal pups may be left unattended whilst the mother goes feeding – they are not abandoned.
  
  o In the Arctic seals variously have different levels of protection and authorised hunting according to administration, species and season.
  
  o In the Antarctic likewise, there are several seal species, three of which may present dangers: Leopard seals are top level predators, and may attack inflatables, whilst the enormous male elephant seals should be given a respectable distance particularly when they are fighting for domination of a harem. Fur seals, especially breeding males, move surprisingly quickly over land and may bite. 15m should be regarded as a minimum distance.

• **Whales:** These come in a wide range of sizes from the relatively small narwhal and beluga or white whale (Arctic only), through killer whales (*Orcas*) to the massive fin and blue whales. Populations of several species are slowly recovering after closure of the whaling industry; however some species are still subject to subsistence hunting. It is good practice to avoid disturbance during encounters with whales, and this will often offer better photo opportunities:
  
  o Limit the encounter to 15 minutes.
  
  o Leave and arrive gently and slowly, and avoid sudden changes of course, engine revs, and no noisy bow-thrusting.
  
  o Keep speed well below 5kt – the slower the better, just enough for steering.
  
  o Never approach head-on or directly from the rear; travel in parallel direction, and slightly behind.
  
  o Stay at least 100m away. Judge your distance in boat lengths.
  
  o Don't herd, corral, surround or chase.
  
  o If there’s more than one boat, they should keep 200m apart, no more than two boats within a kilometre.
  
  o If a whale comes to you (and it might), put engine in neutral and let the whale decide what to do.
  
  o If the whale suddenly changes its course or speed, or moves away or hastily dives, it’s a sign it’s not happy and disturbed. In that case back off slowly.
Appendix 3 - Example Environment Protection Plan

Following is a possible Environmental Protection Plan for a 15m sailing yacht navigating in the Arctic. The vessel has a limited black water tank and limited storage space.

1. Pollution

1.1. The lack of consistent wind often means that sailing boats have to motor for long periods. Small particles present in engine and heater emissions land on snow and ice causing them to melt (the 'Albedo Effect'). This will be minimised by ensuring that engines and heaters have been serviced and running as efficiently as possible.

1.2. Engines, generators, outboard engines, fuel lines and heaters have been serviced and checked for oil leaks before visiting the Arctic.

1.3. We will not overfill fuel tanks or containers. We will use a funnel when pouring fuel or oil.

1.4. When servicing equipment, we will clean up oil spills carefully and dispose of old oil, used filters and oily materials at specialised waste disposal sites.

1.5. We will ensure bilges are clean before visiting the polar areas.

1.6. We use oil/fuel absorbers in the bilge.

1.7. We have installed an inline bilge filter to catch oil and fuel before it gets pumped over the side.

1.8. We have practiced a system to avoid spillages when transferring fuel between tanks or jerry cans.

1.9. We will ensure that equipment and rubbish is secured at all times in such a way as to prevent dispersal into the environment through high winds or wildlife foraging.

2. Waste management

2.1. The basic principle for all visiting vessels is: ‘if you take it in, take it out’. If food stuffs and packaging is stored on a boat before they are used, there should be enough room on board to take away the rubbish after use.

2.2. We will remove as much food packaging as possible at the point of purchase or before sailing to the polar areas. This will also save space on board.

2.3. It is easier to deal with rubbish food and packaging if it is dealt with on a daily basis. Plastic packaging will be washed (in sea water if fresh water is limited) compacted and stowed on board. Washing used packaging will stop it smelling. Recyclable waste will be compacted and stowed on board until the boat reaches a suitable port with recycling facilities.

2.4. Organic waste is likely to decompose at a slower rate in cool temperatures which makes it less smelly to store. If near a settlement, it will be disposed of at shore-side facilities. If this is not possible, and the vessel is in open water (and more than 12M offshore), it can be dumped at sea whilst the boat is moving. It should be chopped into tiny pieces which will help speed up the decomposition process.

3. Black and grey water

3.1. Grey water is the water left after washing up dishes, clothes and humans. It contains waste and detergents. It is normally discharged directly into the sea but we will give consideration to its dispersal especially in confined waters. We will try to minimise the amount of waste discharged and be aware that soap and detergents contain phosphates and hydrocarbons which harm wildlife. We will endeavour to stay clean but try not to use too much detergent. We will not use detergents when washing in streams.

3.2. Black water: we will retain sewage in the black-water tank when in confined waters. If sewage has to be discharged at sea, consideration will be given to its rapid dispersal as far off shore as possible.
4. **Biosecurity and trips ashore**

4.1. Biosecurity is about reducing the risk of introducing or spreading non-native species (and other harmful organisms such as diseases) which could threaten the survival of rare native species, damage sensitive ecosystems and habitats.

4.2. We will make every endeavour to prevent the introduction of any non-native plants, animals or organisms into the Arctic.

4.3. We will keep the boat, ground tackle, fishing equipment, dinghies and equipment clean.

4.4. Vegetation, including mosses and lichens, is fragile and very slow growing. We will not damage the vegetation by walking, driving or landing on moss beds or lichen covered rocks.

4.5. When travelling on foot, we will stay on established tracks whenever possible to minimise disturbance or damage to the soil and vegetated surfaces. Where a track does not exist, we will take the most direct route and avoid vegetation, fragile terrain, scree slopes, and wildlife.

4.6. In order to prevent the introduction of non-native species and disease, we will carefully wash boots and clean all equipment including clothes, bags, tripods, tents and walking sticks before bringing them ashore or landing them on ice in the Arctic. We will pay particular attention to boot treads, velcro fastenings and pockets which could contain soil or seeds.

4.7. Dinghies and outboard engines will be cleaned and flushed out before travelling to the Arctic.

5. **General conduct ashore**

5.1. We will not give or trade alcohol with local residents.

5.2. We will not build new cairns or change existing ones.

5.3. We will not inscribe our boat/personal names on anything or leave any other signs of our visit.

5.4. We will not take photographs of people without their permission (a hesitation means NO!) and we will respect their privacy.

5.5. We will not approach working dogs in the Arctic.

6. **Historical Sites**

6.1. There are a number of historical sites in the Arctic and Antarctic such as ancient burial sites and historic buildings which are unprotected and at the mercy of passers-by. Souvenirs, whether man-made, biological or geological items, including feathers, bones, eggs, vegetation, soil, rocks, meteorites or fossils will not be taken. Any damage (with photographs) will be reported to the authorities.

6.2. Burial sites are sacred places and will be treated with the utmost respect.

6.3. If we come across an item that may be of historic value that authorities may not be aware of, we will not disturb it. We will take photographs, record the location and notify the national authorities.

6.4. Before entering any historic structure, we will clean boots of snow and grit and remove snow and water from clothes, as these can cause damage to structures or artefacts.

6.5. We will take care not to tread on any artefacts which may be obscured by snow when moving around historic sites.

7. **Wildlife**

7.1. When in the vicinity of wildlife, we will navigate or walk slowly and carefully and keep noise to a minimum.

7.2. Engines can vibrate at the frequencies whales use to communicate, disrupting their ability to find food, mate and navigate. We are aware of this and we will try not to motor close to whales.

7.3. We will maintain an appropriate distance from wildlife. While in many cases a greater distance may be appropriate, in general we will not approach closer than 15m to any shoreside wildlife or 100m from whales.

7.4. When observing wildlife, if it changes its behaviour, we will stop moving or slowly increase our distance.

7.5. Animals are particularly sensitive to disturbance when they are breeding (including nesting) or moulting. We will observe from a distance.

7.6. We will not pick flowers or vegetation.
7.7. We will not block animals’ access routes to the sea.
7.8. We will not feed wildlife or leave food or scraps lying around.
7.9. We will keep drones away from wildlife.
7.10. We will not use guns or explosives near wildlife unless we are threatened.